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I INTRODUCTION 

The electronic properties of arsenic, antimony and bismuth depend very 
much on the small energy gaps in the vicinity of the Fermi level. Be
cause of that a lot of experimental and theoretical investigations have 
been performed in order to understand in detail the behaviour of the 
energy bands near Fermi level. Characteristic features connected with 
the small energy gaps are small effective masses, high carrier mobili
ties and n on-parabolic energy-momentum r elations. The semi-
metals are suitable for experimental band structure studies and for 
testing new aspects of electron theory. That is one reason why these 
materials have stimulated so mu ch experimental and theoretical effort. 

The electronic properties have been studied most extensively in the 
regions in the Bri 11ouin zone where the bands are crossing the Fermi 
level. Phenomenological band mo dels have been developed. Because of 
the narrow gap character of the materials, very good models have been 
achieved in terms of two coupled bands. Also the bands away from the 
Fermi level have been investigated. These latter band cat egory are essen
tial e.g. for interpretation of optical experiments. 

It is impossible to calculate explicit band mo dels from "first prin
ciples" with sufficient accuracy. Phenomenological adjustments must be 
introduced in some way or another. Most of the effort to date in the 
theoretical band structure field has involved pseudopotential technique. 
The reason for that is the simplicity of the pseudopotential formalism 
and its great success in handling Fermi surface properties. But there is 
a weak p oint in the pseudopotential framework when applied to semimetal s. 
All group V semim etals have a lot of energy levels in the vicinity of the 
Fermi level, and it is possible to get quite different band o rdering 
around Fermi level by using different pseudopotential models, by intro
ducing damping factors (to get a better convergency) or by changing diffe
rent parameters used in the calculations. So it is almost impossible to 
get any exact information of the band ord ering near Fermi level directly 
from pseudopotential calculations. 

This thesis is concerned with that problem. In section 4 it is shown, 
that a systematic study of the temperature and the pressure dependence of 
the band structure will give a lot of help in determining the band ord ering 
in the vicinity of the Fermi level for semimetals. Furthermore, one con
stellation of levels constituting the band gap Eg and the band ov erlap Et 
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in bismuth is suggested, which seems to behave better under temperature 
and pressure than those levels suggested by Golin /!/. 

The other material in this thesis is given as a background to section 4, 
and is organized in the following way. Section 2 contains a general in
troduction about bismuth and further a description of some electronic 
properties of the group V semim etals bismuth, antimony and arsenic. 
Section 3 deals with some band structure calculation methods and the diffe
rent energy band mo dels that have been applied to bismuth. After section 
4 some information of special interest is collected and some complementary 
mathematical materials is organized in an appendix. 

2 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF BISMUTH 

2.1 THE BISMUTH A TOM 

The bismuth atom has 83 protons in the nuclei, and it has only one stable 
isotope Bi 209 - containing 126 neutrons. All the other unstable isotopes 
are disappeared on earth. {Those unstable nuclides with half times less 

9 than 5 X 10 years have decayed into stable nuclides a long time ago.) 
Thus, 100 % of bismuth found in nature is Bi 209. Furthermore, no element 
in the periodic table with a higher mass number (A) has any stable iso
tope, i.e. all nuclides with A > 209 are unstable. We can say that all 
nuclides with more than 209 nucléons are too big, and consequently, such 
heavy nuclides must lose nucléons to become mo re stable. Many of the radio
active isotopes of bismuth are produced in this way, i.e. Bi 214 is one 
of those isotopes which is produced when Urani um 238 is decaying. 

The electron configuration contains 83 electrons. The K,L,M and N shells 
are completely filled - containing respectively 2,8,18 and 32 electrons, 
i.e. altogether 60 electrons. The 0 shell has filled s,p, and d-levels, 
containing each 2,6 and 10 electrons, but it has no f -electrons. The re
maining five electrons, the valence electrons, are distributed in the P 
shell - with two electrons in the s-level and three electrons in the p-level. 
Thus, bismuth belongs to the fifth column in the periodic table. Of the 
five valence levels the two s-levels lie lowest. Thus, when the atoms are 
brought together, the two s-levels do not contribute much to the bonding, 
whereas the three p-levels dominate it. In accordance, the s-electrons 
participate less in the chemical behaviour than the p-electrons, which 
are essentially responsible for almost all chemical properties in solid 
bismuth. 
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The same argumentation also yields the other two group V eleme nts anti
mony and arsenic. The only difference is that the trivalent character of 
these materials are less dominant than in bismuth. Anyway, a valence of 
three - rather than five, is in fact quite obvious for all group V e le
ments arsenic, antimony and bismuth, and the electron bands formed when 
the separate atoms are brought together, have a definite p-character. 

2.2 THE P HASE DIAGRAM A ND T HE STRUCTURE OF B ISMUTH I 

Under high-pressure conditions bismuth is known to undergo a number of 
transformations in the solid state. A pha se diagram showing the different 
phases up to 90 kbar and^from 0 K to 800 K is shown in figure 1. This 
P-T-region has been investigated by several authors*^, and the results 
are in reasonable agreement near room-temperature. At lower temperature 
the situation is a little different, mainly due to the difficulty in 
obtaining hydrostatic pressure and the slow transformation rate at solid-
solid phase transformations. The sparsity of experimental data makes the 
phase diagram at lower temperature a little more uncertain. The shaded 
area in figure 1 indicates the uncertain phase boundary of the bismuth 
II-III transition. 

The uncertainty of the data for the bismuth I-II and the bismuth II-III 
transitions at very low temperatures is also due to the fact that the 
separation in pressure between these phase boundaries is approaching zero. 
This fact will cause a situation, where it is almost impossible to avoid 
that three phases I, II and III are present in the sample simultaneously. 
Because of that it is almost impossible to draw any conclusions at all 
at very low temperatures. 

When bismuth transforms from one phase to another, many physical features 
are changed drastically e.g, the electrical resistance. Thus, a small 
sample of bismuth inside a pressure chamber can be used to give us informa
tion about the pressure. Due to the richfold of different phases bismuth 
has had a great use in high pressure physics as a pressure calibration 
material, together with thallium and barium f or example. 

2 1 bar = 10 Newton/cm (about atmosphere pressure) 

x) See e.g. the references in Yomo et al. /2/. 
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Fig- 1 Phase diagram of bismuth to 90 kbar and 800 K 
(from Yomo et al, It/ ) 
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The energy band c alculations for bismuth in section 4 are performed in the 
pressure region 0-25 kbar and in the temperature region 0 - 300 K. As 
could be seen in figure 1 this P-T-region belongs all of it to the bis
muth I phase. The crystal structure in this phase is called the A 7 struc
ture. 

The structure can most easily be visualized by looking at the auxiliary 
lattice in figure 2. The auxiliary lattice consists of two fee lattices 
displaced relative to each other along a body diagonal. Only one atom i s 
indicated - the one in the centre of the unit cell, which belongs to the 
interpenetrating fee lattice. The origin of the first sublattice is taken 
at (0, 0, 0) while that of the other one is at 2(z, z, z), where initially 
z = 1/4 of the diagonal length. The angle a between the primitive trans
lation vectors a.]» an<* £3 1S ec1ual 60°. (As a matter of fact these 
two interpenetrating fee lattices constitute an ordinary simple cubic 
lattice.) Two small distorsions of this auxiliary lattice give rise to 
the A 7 structure. The first is a small translation of one fee lattice 
relative to the other along a body d iagonal, thereby yielding a value of 
z slightly smaller than 1/4. The second is a shear along the 'transiational' 
body diagonal yielding a small reduction of the angle a. It is evident 
that the rhombohedral unit cell, indicated in figure 2, contains two atoms. 

The values of z and a, as well as the length of the primitive vectors , 
at different pressure and temperature, are given in section 4, table I, II 
and III. These three parameters are needed to characterize the A 7 structure. 

2.3 THE SEMIMETALLIC CHARACTER OF B ISMUTH I 

If one applies an electrical field (IE) on a material, an electrical current 
density Q) is the result. Some m aterials can easily carry a current while 
other materials are very bad conductors. For a given material, experiments 
show that the current density is directly proportional to the electrical 
field. In the well-known relation j. = 0 ' E.» the conductivity a is a property 
of the material. The electrical conductivity at room temperature for 
different materials is shown in table 1. 



at 

Fig. 2. Auxiliary lattice for construction of the Ay-structure» 
The little arrow indicates the relative displacement. 
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Table 1 Room Temperature Bulk Electrical Conductivity 0(ohnf^cm~^) 

10c 

10 

Copper 
Iron 

.Bismuth 

Intrinsic indium antimonide 
Intrinsic tellurium 

—Transistor-grade silicon 

10 

10 

-4 

10 

10' 

-12 

•16 

10 -20 

Metals and 
Semi-metal s 

Intrinsic germanium 

Intrinsic silicon 
Crystalline selenium 

Pure cadrai un sulphide 

Pure iodine 

"Polyethylene 
Plate glass 
Amorphous selenium 

Paraffin wax 

Pure diamond 

Semiconductors 

\ 
Insulators and 
insulating 
photoconductors 
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In metals there is approximately one electron per atom wh ich is not bound 
to any nuclei. These electrons can in many cases be regarded as forming a 
gas of freely moving particles within the metal. Because of that the metals 
are good conductors. On the other hand there are many materials, where all 
electrons are bound to their parent nuclei - to a greater or lesser degree. 
A ra ther big excitation energy mu st be added to these materials before they 
can c arry a current. These materials are insulators. Between these extremes 
there are some m aterials called semiconductors. These materials have a 
filled electron band (the valence band) separated from the next electron 
band (the conduction band) with a relatively small energy gap. Finally 
there are some m aterials where the valence band is slightly overlapping 
the conduction band, so t hat there are always a few electrons available to 
carry a current. These materials are called semi-metals. 

Bismuth, antimony and arsenic have all of them 5 valence electrons per 
atom and a unit cell containing two atoms. It means that there are al
together 10 electrons per unit cell, making it possible to fill 5 bands 
completely. However, there is a small overlap between the top of the 
valence band and the bottom o f the conduction band. A small number of 
electrons spill over into the conduction band and leave an equal number 
of holes in the valence band. Thus, the group V elemen ts bismuth, antimony 
and arsenic are all of them semimetals. The number of free electrons per 

-5 atom i s very small, e.g. 'vlO in bismuth at room temperature. The semi
metals and the narrow gap semiconductors (like PbS and PbSe) are of great 
interest. The small overlap energies and the small energy gaps are re
sponsible for the physical features of these materials. Furthermore, by 
alloying these materials it is possible to produce materials with a desired 
band gap specification. This possibility has opened a new f ield in physics. 
During the last ten years the semimetals and the narrow gap semiconductors 
have developed to a flourishing field of both theoretical and applied re
search. A lof of interesting new semiconducting and semimetallic materials 
have been produced and some very important practical applications have been 
the result, e.g. semiconducting narrow gap lasers with desired wavelengths. 

2.4 FERMI SURFACE PR OPERTIES OF TH E GROUP V SE MIMETALS 

Since the electrons with an energy equal to the Fermi energy E^ pla y the 
most important role in the electronic properties, the energy surface in 
momentum space, E(JD) = Ef, known as the Fermi surface, is of central im
portance. The behaviour of electrons in a magnetic field is the main 
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source of information about the Fermi surface. An a nalysis of the equation 
of motion of an electron in a magnetic field shows that the electron moves 
in a trajectory which has a constant projection onto a plane perpendicular 
to the magnetic field. In momentum spa ce this corresponds to a motion on 
Fermi surface in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. Thus, the 
trajectory in momentum spa ce and, hence in the ordinary coordinate space 
as well, depends on the geometry of the Fermi surface and the direction 
of the magnetic field - see figure 3. 

It is clear that the features of the motion of an electron will only be 
manifested if the electron moves for a sufficient length of time along 
the trajectory. At room temperature the mean-free-path (£) of the electrons 
is usually very short 10"^ cm) and it is doubtful whether a Fermi sur
face can properly be said to exist. According to Kaganov /3/, the following 
condition must certainly be satisfied if one want to observe the features 
of the Fermi surface 
£(cm) * H(oerstedt) >10 (2.1) 

At present, the magnetic fields obtainable in laboratories do no t exceed 
105 oerstedt. Thus, the mean-free-path must be larger than 10~^ cm. At 

-3 low temperatures i ̂  10 - 10 cm, i.e. the above condition is easily 
satisfied. 

Historically, the first effect used to calculate the energy spectrum was 
the periodic dependence of the magnetic moment (M) on strong magnetic 
fields (H) - the so-called de Haas-van Alphen effect. It has been shown 
that 

M * = const * w(n+y) (2.2) 

where n is an integer corresponding to the quantized orbits and y is a 
phase correction. According to Ampère's law, the magnetic moment is 
proportional to the area enclosed by the carriers. Thus, the period of 
oscillations, when the magnetic moment is plotted as a function of the 
inverse of the magnetic field, gives directly the area of a maximal or a 
minimal cross-section of the Fermi surface normal to the magnetic field 
(figure 3). By measu ring the period of the oscillations of the magnetic 
moment for different directions of the magnetic field, one can 'feel out1 

the Fermi surface, and relevant pictures of the electron energy distri
bution in momentum spa ce can be constructed. In the case of semimetals 
the same procedure must be performed both for the electrons and for the 
corresponding holes. 



M a 

^ H 
Fig.3. Extremal sections of a Fermi surface (a = maximum, 

b = minimum). If there is a change of direction of the 
magnetic field, not only may the surface area of the sec
tions change, but also the number of sections. 
The curve (below) shows the dependence of the magnetic 
moment on the magnetic field (the so-called de Haas -
van Alphen effect). 
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All group V semim etals have similar electron Fermi surfaces, namely three 
electron pockets centered at the L-points in the Brillouin zone. The hole 
surfaces differ considerably from one semimetal to another: in bismuth 
there is only one hole pocket in the T-point, while in antimony and arsenic 
there are six hole pockets grouped symmetrically around the T-point. The 
hole pockets (the a-holes) in arsenic are connected by 'necks' (the y-
holes) and form a rather complicated hole Fermi surface, shown in figure 4. 
The effective mass parameters, the Fermi energy and the number of carriers 
for bismuth, antimony and arsenic are given in table 3. The Ferrai surface 
curvature in momentum spa ce is characterized by the effective mass tensor: 

In the principal axis system all off-diagonal components of the mass tensor 
vanish, and only three diagonal components must be recognized. These three 
parameters are given in table 3. 

It is of interest to review the properties of the Fermi surfaces with 
regard to the similarities in the crystal structure. At atmosphere pressure 
all of the group V semimetals crystallize into a lattice with an A 7 
structure. A su mmary o f some crystal parameters of bismuth, antimony and 
arsenic is given in table 2. 

Table 2. Crystal structure parameters of group V semimetals taken from 

(2.3) 

ref /4/. 
a Z 

Bi 
Sb 
As 

57° 14.2' 
57° 6.5' 
54° 10' 

0.237 
0.233 
0.226 



7- NECK 

OC - POCKET 

Fig. 4. Ari enlarged picture of the arsenic hole Fermi surface 
according to Lin and Falicov /5/. The six y-necks and 
the six « -pockets as well as the hexagonal surface in 
the Bri 11ou in zone are indicated. 
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A co mparance between the data given in the tables 2 and 3 shows that the 
numbers of carriers is well correlated with the magnitude of the z-parameter, 
which characterize the relative displacement of the two interpenetrating fee 
lattices. The larger the distortion, the larger the carrier density. This 
trend is also consistent with the increasing magnitude of the band o verlap. 
The larger the carrier density, the larger the Fermi energies both for 
electrons and holes. 

The electron Fermi surfaces enclose increasingly larger volumes as we go 
from bismu th to antimony and to arsenic. Thus, the effective mass para
meters, which characterize the Fermi surface curvature, have increasingly 
larger magnitudes. This qualitative argumentation is not directly applicable 
to the hole Fermi surfaces, because the number of hole pockets varies. 
Anyway the hole Fermi surface volume certainly decreases from arsenic to 
antimony to bismuth. Since arsenic has about 4 times as ma ny carriers as 
antimony, the hole Fermi surfaces for antimony mus t be considerably smaller 
than that for arsenic. An investigation of the energy contours when Fermi 
surface volume begins to decrease in arsenic show that the y-necks connecting 
the a-pockets soon break off and disappear. Six isolated pockets emerge, 
which is the case for antimony. As the Fermi surface volume is further de
creased, the shape of these six pockets is increasingly better approximated 
by a single ellipsoid, which is the case for bismuth. Thus, the similarities 
in the electron and the hole Fermi surfaces within the group V semimetals 
can e asily be explained from similarities in the crystal structures. 

The Fermi surface for the electrons and for the holes in bismuth is indicated 
in the Brillouin zone shown in figure 5. The electron pockets are related 
to each other by a three-fold rotation around the body diagonal indicated 
in the figure. The three reciprocal lattice vectors £-j, ^ an<* £3 constitute 
the Brillouin zone. 

2.5 LATTICE DYNAMICS OF B ISMUTH I 

The development of the coherent inelastic neutron scattering technique has 
been of great importance in understanding the lattice dynamics of the ele
ments. The neutron scattering experiments give rise to phonon dispersion 
curves, which must be analyzed. 



Fig. 5. The Brillouin zone for bismuth inscribed in the 
rhombohedron corresponding to the Bri 11 ouin zone 
of the simple rhombohedral structure. The hole poc

ket arid the electron pockets are indicated. 
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In the harmonic approximation, the vibrations of the bismuth lattice are 
described by 

un ü(s) = 1 ss') ü(s') 
4 s' 

where is the frequency of a vibration of wave-vector The eigenvector 
JJ(S) is equal to the atomic displacement for the atom s multiplied by the 
square root of the atomic mass M. The dynamical matrix is given by 

D(<ji ss') - - it I K(£; ss') exp|i^-jr(£) j (2.5) 
i 

where i K(JI; SS') u(s') is the force on the atom s resulting from the 
displacements JJ{S') of the atoms s' in the £:th unit cell. Since bismuth 
has two atoms in its unit cell, there will be in general six modes of 
vibration for each value of £. 

The interpretation of the dispersion curves for bismuth shows that the 
theoretical model based on using a number of force constants in equation 
(2.5) is impractical /12/. The bonding forces in bismuth seem to have a 
very long range, so w e would r equire at least fifty parameters to fit the 
bismuth dispersion curves. Thus the short range forces can not be the 
entire source of the binding mechanism in bismuth. It seems reasonable that 
significant contributions come from strong polarization effects within the 
electronic structure. According to Lannin et al. /13/ the same conclusion 
yields all group V semimetal s, but the long range forces seem to be less 
dominant as we pass from bismuth to antimony and to arsenic. 

BAND THEORY OF BISMUTH 

BAND C ALCULATION M ETHODS 

The electron energy spectrum o f all group V semimetal s can be exploited on 
the basis of the great similarities in the crystal structures. It is evi
dent from section 2.2 that the A 7 structure can easily be derived from an 
ordinary simple cubic lattice by simple displacements of the atoms. If 
this transition occurs, the unit cell contains only one atom, the number 
of electrons per unit cell will be odd and consequently the new l attice 
will be a good me tal. Thus, the transformation from a simple cubic metallic 
lattice to the semimetallic A 7 lattice can be considered as a small per
turbation. An investigation of the energy spectrum for bismuth, based on 
these structural similarities has been performed by F alkovskii and Razina /W 
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In principle the same me thod is applicable to the whole class of group V 
semimetal s /15/. 

As another example, the augmented plane wave method (APW) has been applied. 
Ferreira /16/ published in 1968 such an APW band calculation for bismuth. 
As the APW calc ulational method is rather laborous, Ferreira restricted his 
calculations to the T-point and to the L-point in the Brillouin zone where 
the carriers are located. The results in this calculation, and the results 
in another APW calculation performed on arsenic /17/, are almost the same 
as those results calculated with the pseudopotential method. This justifies 
the pseudopotential framework, which is more easy and which simply can be 
fitted to experimental data. 

Detailed pseudopotential band structure calculations have been completed 
for all group V semimetal s.Gol in chose a pseudopotential which had been 
used to study Pb-salts and his band structure calculation for bismuth is 
shown in section 4 - figure 1. (No more complete band structure calculations 
for bismuth has been published, and Colins results have been accepted until 
today.) Falicov and Lin /18/ made the corresponding calculation for anti
mony, and Falicov and Gol in /19/ made the band structure calculation for 
arsenic. The pseudopotential calculations for antimony and arsenic, shown 
in figures 6 and 7, have not included the spin orbit interaction. Because 
of the large atomic number of bismuth the spin orbit coupling is of major 
importance for bismuth and it has been included in Gol ins band structure 
calculation. A di rect comparison between the different band structures is 
thus not straightforward. Anyway, there are important similarities in the 
general shape of the band structure. A systematic investigation of the three 
pictures shows that the band o rdering and the band curvature are quite similar 
for all three semimetals. 

3.2 THE PSEUDOPOTENTIAL THEORY 

The pseudopotential approach has been of great importance in the investiga
tion of the electronic properties of solids. The theoretical simplicity of 
the pseudopotential method has led to deep insight how c ertain features of 
the band structure arise. It has been possible to calculate very complex 
physical features as, for example, optical properties and phonon spectra 
in a rather straightforward way. 
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The most fundamental approximation done in the pseudopotential theory is 
to neglect the relatively small core regions, and only regard the valence 
wave functions outside the core regions. The advantage with this reasonable 
approximation is that we remove from the problem an undesirable subspace, 
which is not important. The true wave function within the core region must 
be orthogonal to the core electron wave functions, and because of that the 
true valence wave function must oscillate rapidly in that region, Thus, 
it would be necessary to use a very large number of plane waves to describe 
the true wave function. But when we only regard the interaction outside 
the ion cores, we get a valence wave function which is identical with the 
true one outside the cores, and which has no wiggles inside. That pseudo-
wave function is much smoother than the true one in the core region, and 
it can be conveniently expanded in plane waves. The corresponding potential, 
which is identical with the true potential outside the cores are called the 
pseudopotential (Vp), and both the true potential V(r) and the pseudo-
potential V have the same set of valence electron eigenvalues - En(Jc). 

Hence, we write the one-electron Schrödinger equation 

Û + Vn 2m p vw - En<D Tnkt> (3.1) 

HowÊver, for many m aterials the spin orbit coupling is of aajor importance 
and the spin orbit Hamiltonian must be taken into account 

^so = —IT"? ^ * B) ' — (2*2) 
4m c 

where V i s the true lattice potential and £ is the Pauli spin operator. Be
cause of the singularity of vV near the atomic nuclei, the largest contri
bution comes from the region within the core, and, as the pseudopotential 
usually is constant inside the core, it is impossible to calculate the spin 
orbit splitting in a straightforward way. 

If we want to calculate the spin orbit effects we mus t represent the valence 
wave function by its core part only and then evaluate the matrix elements 
of the spin orbit Hamiltonian. In silicon it is found /20/ that the 'core-
core term' accounts for 96 % or more of the matrix. In elements 
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with larger core the 'core-core term1 is even more important. 

The other relativistic effects are automatically included in the pseudo-
potential môdel, since the pseudopotential itself is determined empirically. 
Thus there is no need to invoke any operators representing the other rela
tivistic effects. 

The method of Heine and Abarenkov 

Heine and Abarenkov /21/ proposed a method for obtaining a model pseudo-
potential. Animalu /22/ calculated the pseudopotential for a lot of 
element's and constructed th.e H-A pseudopotenti al tables according to the 
theory presented by Heine and Abarenkov. Shaw /23/ reformulated the H-A 
pseudopotential and presented an 'optimized' H-A potential. This 'optimized' 
form of the H-A potential is usually called Shaw's optimized pseudopotential. 
More about this in the next section. 

The H-A potential can be written 

VHA = - WE>P* forr <Rm 

(3.3) 

- Ze2/r r * *M 

is the projection operator which extracts from the wave function upon 
which it operates the components of total angular - momentum quantum nu mber a, 
and E is the energy of the state being obtained, i.e. 

M=+ ß M 

• mh > « V"L <3-4 '  

A^(E) is the potential inside the ion for a given a-value. R^ is the corre
sponding model-radius which is same for all «.-values. 

Animalu and Heine /24/ computed the A^(E) for a number of elements. In 
table 4 are given the calculated A^-values for bismuth as well as the model 
radius R^, the volume of the unit cell fi, arid the number of valence electrons 

per atom Z. a^ are given in atomic energy units (1 atomic unit = 2 rydbergs) 
and the volume per atom in atomic length units (1 atomic unit = aQ, the 
Bohr radius). 

2 rydbergs (Ry) = 1 Hartree (h) = 27.2 eV 
1 Bohr radius = 0.529 (A) 
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Table 4. 

AQ A1 A3 RM fl z 

2.38 2.58 0.25 2.0 239.4 5 

Animalu and He ine identified all A^ = ^ f°r ^ greater than or equal to 2. 
Thus, they simplified the H-A mode l equation (3) to the form 

VHA = " A2 " (Ao"VPo " (ATA2)P1 r <RM 
(3:5) 

- Ze2/r r > ^ 

This causes no serious error since the contribution of the a - 3 component 
is negligibly small compared to the contributions from the components with 
lower Ji-values. 

The H-A model potential leads to some mathematical problems, because the 
potential contains a discontinuity at r = R^. This lack of smoothness gives 
an oscillatory contribution to the matrix elements at large q-values, which 
causes convergency problems. A l ot of plane waves must be used in order to 
get a reasonable convergency. Whether the fluctuation of the matrix elements 
is real, or whether it is spurious - coming from the artificial discontinuity 
in Rjq - is not quite clear. Anyway, the use of damping factors has been 
frequently used to get rid of this problem. 

Thus, the use of damping factors have rather accurate mathematical conse
quences. Then it ought to have physical consequences too. But these latter 
effects have almost never been investigated. A lof of pseudopotential band 
structure calcuTations are published today where damping factors have been 
used, but the resulting effects are seldom taken into account. As we shall 
see in section 4, these effects ought to be considered at least in the 
semimetal field. 

Shaw's optimized model potential (OMP) 

Shaw's model potential can be written 

v<r) = * I=o VE>P* r < R* 
(3.6) 

- Ze2/r r > R£ 
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In the H-A mode l the radius was not depending on £, but in the OMP m odel 
it is. R. and A (E) are chosen to satisfy the •optimization' condition 

-v X» 

AA(E) = Z/R£(E) (3.7) 

The 'optimized' pseudopotential has no discontinuities in real space and 
hence the Fourier transform converges quite well. At least much better than 
in the H-A m odel. 

The p arameters required to calculate the model potential are 

Ro> V 3 V E' Rl' V3 Al^ E' R2' A2*9 A2^ E and of course a and z* 

Appapillai and Heine /25/ calculated the following values for these parameters 

Table 5. 

Ro A0 a A 0Ä E o z 

2.065 2.421 -0.490 263.7 5 

R| A-j 3 A-j /ô E 

1.665 3.003 -4.191 

R2 A2 3 A2/ô E 

3.342 1.496 0.897 

The fi-value 263.7 differs very much from the fì-value Animalu and H eine 
used in their calculations (239.4). The free-electron Fermi momentum kp is 
related to ü according to the formula 

kp = 3u2Z/fi (3.8) 

The fi-value 239.4 corresponds to the kp value 0.8520 but the ß-value 263.7 
corresponds to the kp value 0.8250. It looks as if the figures 5 and 2 have 
been interchanged. Apparently Appapillai and Heine have used a wrong kp 
value and the tables in ref. 25 calculated for bismuth are therefore not 
correct. 
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The screening 

One of the most difficult problems in pseudopotential theory is the screening 
of the potential with the conduction electrons. The most simple form of 
Shaw's OMP i s calculated in the Hartree approximation. The screening is 
described with the static Lindhard dielectric function 

\  I  X 2  
£ ("> = 1 +iiyiZ 

where 

(3.9) 

n = q/kF (3.10) 

kp is the free-electron Fermi momentum (3.8). But the exchange correlation 
effects among the conduction electrons can be taken into account by using a 
more sophisticated dielectrical function. Many theories which describe the 
exchange-correlation effects have been published. One of the latest is 
presented by Vashista and S ingwi /26/. 

In our band structure calculations we use Shaw's optimized pseudopotential 
- calculated both in the Hartree approximation and with the more sophisti
cated Vashista- Singwi screening. Furthermore we ma ke these calculations 
both without and with the damping factor 

D(q) = exp(-0.03(q/2kp)4) (3.11) 

This damping factor has often been used in pseudopotential calculations. 

BAND M ODELS 

Electrons 

The electron Fermi surface in bismuth consists of three equivalent ellipsoids 
in momentum s pace, each situated in the L-point in the Brillouin zone. The 
form of the energy momentum d ispersion E(jp) has been discussed over a long 
period. 

Shoenberg /27/ proposed in 1939 a simple parabolic model, with the dispersion 
relation 
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» F 
m^ (3.12) 

where 1,2 and 3 refer to the principal axis of the ellipsoids and the m*s 
are the effective masses at the bottom of the conduction band (in the three 
principal directions). From the temperature variation and the periods of the 
de Haas-van Alphen oscillations Shoenberg /27/ obtained the components of 
the mass tensor. 

m-j = 0.0049 mQ; = 1.20 mQ; m3 = 0.012 mQ 

and E = 17.7 meV - the Fermi energy of the electrons. 

The very small effective masses mean that there is an interaction with 
another band, and that the deviation from parabolic behaviour must be re
garded. This deviation was derived by Kane /28/ for InSb - another material 
with a small band gap. Later Lax /29/ modified Kanes result for bismuth and 
proposed the nonparabolic relation 

The surfaces of constant energy are clearly ellipsoidal, and this model is 
referred to as ellipsoidal nonparabolic (ENP). 

The condition for the validity of Eq. (3.13) is that all three effective 
masses are small. But > mQ so the dispersion relation should be para
bolic in the second direction. Cohen /30/ calculated the following formula 
for the constant energy surfaces 

parabolic (nonellipsoidal) along the second direction, and this model is 
referred to as nonellipsoidal nonparabolic (NENP). 

Another band model has been proposed by Baraff /31/. The form of his dis
persion relation is essentially equivalent to that of the Cohens NENP m odel, 
but differs to the extent that coupling to other bands is considered for all 
directions. But Baraffs model has not been used widely because of its 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

This expression is nonparabolic in the first and the third direction and 
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complexity. However, Baraffs model assumes a particularly simple form when 
applied to the strongly coupled bands in the L-point. With this simplifica
tion the Baraff model for bismuth gives energy bands of the form 

In this equation the a tensor represents the coupling of the strongly coupled 
two bands, and the tensor represents the coupling between these two bands 
and the bands outside. With this simplified Baraff model the interpretation 
of some m agnetoreflection experiments can be done with a greater precision 
than is provided by the simple Lax two-band model or by Cohens NENP mo del. 

Both the ENP and the NENP models have been widely used for the interpretation 
of experimental results for bismuth. But none of these models can give good 
agreement with all experimental results /32»33,34/. In order to solve this 
problem Takaoka et al. /35/ proposed a "hybrid" of the Lax model and the 
Cohen model. This "hybrid" model seems to be an improvement but it is still 
insufficient. A new and rather complicated energy band model which gives very 
good fits to almost all known experimental results has recently been 
published by McClure and Choi /36/. Thus, a lot of different electron band 
models have been developed, but for most purposes Lax's two-band model is 
quite adequate and there is no need to invoke the more complicated models. 

The hole Fermi surface is much simpler than the electron surface. The holes 
are situated in a single pocket in the T-point in the Bri 11ouin zone, and 
the energy momentum is traditionally described by the parabolic dispersion 
formula 

where m. are the effective hole masses in the principal directions, and E^ 
is the Fermi energy for the holes as measured relative to the top of the band. 

Departures from this spheroidal shape are smaller than for the electrons. But 
as the hole band couples strongly to more than one band the interpretation of 
these nonparabolic effects is more complicated for the holes than for the 
electrons. The nonparabolic behaviour has been investigated by Bate et al. /37/. 
who interpreted this effect in terms of a coupled six-band model. This model 
has been found satisfactory up to some results presented by Heinrich /38/. 

(3.15) 

Holes 

(3.16) 
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In order to explain these experimental results a new dispersion law - a 
saddle point model - has recently been presented by Giura et al. /39/. With 
this model the discrepancies between Bates band theory and Heinrichs experi
ments seems to be solved. 

Additional carrier pockets have been discussed over the years. However, 
careful de Haas-van Alphen measurements by Brown /40/ have shown that no 
minority carriers are present in bismuth, and that the experimental evidence 
for such pockets was caused by crystal twinning and sample m isalignment. 

ENERGY BANDS AWAY F ROM T HE FERMI SURFACE 

A great del of the experimental results concern the electron band or the 
hole band. Much less is known about bands away from the Fermi surface. There 
are mainly three different experimental methods which can be used to study 
those bands: Fermi surface studies of doped materials, magnetoreflection 
studies and infrared and optical measurements. 

A c ollection of available data for the band ordering in the T-point in the 
Brillouin zone is given in table 6. The energy is measured relative to the 
top of the fifth band (the valence band) in eV: 

Table 6. 

Band I II III IV V VI 

3 -1.78 -1.91 -.748+ 1 o
 

o
 

4 ro
 

o
 

-1.4 -1.60 -.625x X -.531 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 .040 0.10 .505 .207X .075 . 194X 

7 .280 0.51 .868 .428X .375 .400x 

8 .760 1.02 . 1.55 .761+ .607 

I: Theoretical-calculations by Mase /41/ 
II: Theoretical calculations by Ferreira /42/ 

III: Theoretical calculations by Golin /!/ 
IV: (x) are "experimental gaps" determined by Golin to adjust experimental 

hole effective masses and those values marked with (+) are the values 
chosen by Bate et al. /37/ to fit de Haas-van Alphen experiments on 
doped bismuth 

V: Values calculated from tunneling experiments on bismuth, performed by 
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Chu et al. /43/ 
VI: Values chosen by Verdun et al. /44/, where (x) were values adjusted to 

measurements of the hole effective masses of bismuth. 

Many other experimental measurements have been performed in order to get 
a correct band.ordering in the vicinity of the Fermi level. Abrikosov and 
Falkovskii /15/ found that there was a band gap of 0.066 - 0.025 eV be
tween the valence band (band 5) and the next highest conduction band (band 6) 
in the T-point. This result disagree with the result received by Isaacson 
and Williams /45/, who investigated the magnetic field dependence of 
Alfvén wave propagation. They found an energy gap of 0.188 eV, i.e. about 
a factor 3 larger. Thus, a lot of work remains to do before we have a 
clear picture of the bands near Fermi surface in the T-póint in the 
Bri 11ouin zone of bismuth. 

The same y ields the band ordering near the conduction band in the L-point 
in the Brillouin zone. Antcliffe and B ate /46/ found, from de Haas -
van Alphen measurements on doped bismuth, two bands located 55 meV respective 
70 meV from the bottom of the conduction band. The existence of these bands 
has not been confirmed with other measurements, or by Gol ins band structure 
calculation /I/. The most interesting band levels, of course, ara the two 
strongly coupled bands in the L-point, constituting the band gap Eg. Various 
values for Eg have been given in the literature, but the most accurate 
determinations /47/ of this parameter give values within 13-2 meV. Thus, 
the band gap between the conduction band and the next lower band is quite 
well determined, but the ordering of the other bands near Fermi level is 
still not calculated with a fair degree of sureness. 

The extremely small band gap Eg, as we11 as the very small Fermi energies 
of the electrons and the holes, are responsible for the extraordinary 
galvanomagnetic effects in bismuth. The change in the specific resistance 
of bismuth when subject to a magnetic field (the magnetoresistance) is far 
greater than that of most metals, e.g. a field of 10 kilo-gauss at liquid 
air temperature, increases the resistance of bismuth eightfold, whilst 
the same field causes an increase of only 0.1 % in the resistance of silver. 
Furthermore, bismuth is known to have the highest Hall coefficient of any 
metal, and i t shows a curious dependence upon the magnetic field strength 
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and a very striking temperature and pressure dependence. A lof of investi
gations concerning the temperature and the pressure dependence on the 
magnetoresi stance and on the Hall effect have been published, e.g. by 
Lundberg and Bäckström /48/. Such measurements can be used to calculate 
the carrier concentration and the Fermi energy for the electrons and the 
holes at different temperature and p ressure, which is very essential for 
our calculations performed in the next chapter - section 4. 

TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF THE BAND STRUCTURE 
IN BISMUTH I 

This section is a reproduction of a paper which will soon appear in 
Physica Scripta. 

Our paper contains a systematic study of the temperature and the pressure 
dependence of the band structure in bismuth I. It is shown that it is 
possible to get different results concerning the band o rdering in the 
vicinity of the Fermi level by using different pseudopotential models 
or by using damping factors, and that an investigation of the temperature 
and the pressure dependence of the band levels will give a lot of 
valuable information, which can be used in order to calculate the correct 
band ordering near Fermi level. Finally, the constellation of levels, 
constituting the band gap and the band overlap E^., "is discussed. 
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Abstract 

Temperature and pressure dependence of the band structure in bismuth. 

B. N orin (Dept. of Theoretical Physics, Umeå University, S-901 87 Umeå, 
Sweden). 
Physica Scripta {Sweden) 

The empirical pseudopotential theory both in the Heine-Abarenkov model 
(H-A) and in Shaws optimized model (OMP) is used in a systematic in
vestigation of t he temperature and the pressure dependence of the levels in 
the vicinity of the Fermi level of bismuth (Bi). The band ordering in the 
L-point and in the T-point is discussed. The differences between the results 
in the H-A mode! and in Shaws OMP model, the influence of damping 
factors and the consequences of taking exchange and correlation effects 
among the conduction electrons into account, are investigated. 

1. Introduction 

The aim of the present calculation is to study the temperature and 
the pressure dependence of the band structure in Bi within the 
pseudopotential formalism. The comparison between theoretical 
results and known experimental facts gives valuable in formation 
about the band ordering in the vicinity of the Fermi level. A 
complete pseudopotential band structure calculation for Bi has 
been done by Golin in 1968 [1], Because of the large atomic 
number of Bi (83), the spin-orbit interaction is of major importance 
and it has been included in Golins calculation, ôolin chose a 
pseudopotential which Lin and Kleinman [2] successfully used 
to study Pb-salts, and adjusted some parameters to obtain two 
well established energy differences in the band structure of Bi. 
His results are shown in Fig. 1, and his conclusions are that the 
electrons are distributed in three equivalent electron pockets 
situated at the L-points in the Brillouin zone, and the holes are 
located in a single pocket at the T-point. 

After 1968 no more pseudopotential calculation of the complete 
band structure of Bi has been presented, and the band structure 
that Golin suggested has been accepted until today. The sym
metry points in the Brilloum zone shown in Fig. 2 follow the 
standard notation according to Cohen [3]. The trigonal and 
binary axes are indicated as well as the mirror plane. 

There are two well established energy differences in the band 
structure of Bi: the band gap between the fifth and the sixth band 
in the L-point (called Eg) and the overlap between the top of the 
fifth band in the T-point and the bottom of the sixth band in the 
L-point (called J?t). See Fig. 3. Over the years, Fermi surface 
data have been interpreted in terms of various values of Es and 
Et but according to the most recent values published, the data 
that Golin used in his pseudopotential calculation seem to be 
quite good: 

Ee -15 meV 

Et - 38 meV 

These small energy differences make it extremely difficult to get 
a correct band ordering near Fermi level directly from a pseudo-
potential calculation. For that reason it is of great interest to 
look at the temperature and the pressure dependence of the 
valence electron states within some different pseudopotential 
theories, to see if it is possible to get more information about the 
band ordering. When Golin determined what kind of levels that 
constituted E% and Et he used studies of electron-phonon re. 
combinations, which implied that the electrons and the holes 
have opposite inversion symmetries. 

The present calculations are performed in the pressure region 
0-25 kbar and in the temperature region 0-300 K. This PT-
region belongs all of it to the Bi I crystal structure. In this phase 
Bi has a structure called A7. The A7-structure can be considered 
to be generated by two small distortions of a face-centered cubic 
(fee) structure. The first distortion is generated by making a small 
translation of one fee lattice relative to another along a body 
diagonal of the cube, thereby y ielding a lattice consisting of two 
interpenetrating fcc-lattices where each point of either lattice is 
approximately in the centre of the other lattice. The second 
distortion of the lattice is a shear along the 'translationa!' body 
diagonal. This diagonal retains its three-fold symmetry and be
comes the trigonal axis of the A7-structure. The result is a fee-
rhombohedral structure in which 2 atoms are associated with each 
lattice point. 

Three parameters are needed to characterize the A7-structure. 

(a) The parameter z ^hich is defined through the relation 

where d is the trigonal body-diagonal, and 2x is the radius vector 
separating two adjacent atoms in the trigonal direction. 

{b) The parameter a—the angle between the primitive transla-
tional vectors au a2 and a9. 

(c) The length of the primitive lattice vector |tf(| (or simply at). 

The structure A7 corresponds to the space group RSm ; the point 
group symmetry 5m (or D^) consists of 12 operations 

E the identity 
C8, Q1 rotations of 120° and 240° about the trigonal axis 

three twofold rotations about axes perpendicular 
to the trigonal axis and separated by an angle of 
120° 

J inversion 
JCa, JQ1 two rotation inversions by 120° and 240° 
mambmc three reflection planes perpendicular to the binary 

axes. 

The character tables for the single (w ithout spin) groups in the 
symmetry points L and T are given in Falicov and Golin [4]. 
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Fig. 1. The band structure of bismuth along various lines and planes accord
ing to Golin [1]. 

The group-theoretical notations follow the general nomencla
ture in [4]. However, Golin contracts the group-theoretical nota
tion somewhat: La and LÄ are used for the levels in the L-point 
which are symmetric respectively antisymmetric under inversion. 
The following relations exist between the L- and T-îevels in the 
double group (with spin) and the different representations in the 
single group (without spin) 

L2XD1 /4-L8  

LJ * DL /* = LTT  

TI X D1/F = FT 
TI X DI;* -
T» X D1/S TE4 

T;XD^«T8 -

T, X D1/l - TÄ iT<f 
TjxD^^T«+T.' 

The degenerate T, and levels split into two different levels 
when spin is inc luded. 

T - Mathematical method 

The one-electron Schrödinger equation for the perfect crystal is 
written 

\p*/2m + Vv(r) t Vuk(r) - En(fc) ¥nh(r) (2.1) 

iTH/GONAL 

BINARY 

Fermi energy 

E f * ÏÔrne V 

Band 5 
Band 6 

Eg ^ iSmeV 

Sand 5 

'45 

L r 

Fig. 3. Enlarged band structure of bismuth at L and T taken from Golin [1]. 

where the crystal pseudopotential Vp is assumed t o be à super
position of local atomic pseudopotentials which are spherically 
symmetric 

(2.2) 

The matrix element between two plane waves takes the form 

<k\V»\k'> -S(G)U\(G)\ (2.3) 

where 5(C) = — Je-10'" is the structure factor 
N I  

and U{\<7|) - Ì JU(\r\)t~lG'T dr is the form factor. 

If we choose the origin of our coordinate system at the centre 
between the two adjacent atoms along the trigonal direction, we 
will have inversion symmetry in our system. Then the structure 
factor turns out to be real 

S(G) = cos (2nz(h + k + /)) (2-4) 

with G « Ih, k9 /| ^hgt +kgt + lgt 

where gu g% and g* are the primitive reciprocal lattice vectors. 
The solution of the Schrödinger equation (2.1) is accomplished 

by expanding Wnk in a series of symmetrized combinations of 
plane waves 

¥,AK('') = 5>M£M* 
m 

where 

I,»* - Q- w 2 "mj exp i(* - Gm)) • r 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Fig. 2. The Brillouin zone for the face~centered rhombóhedràl structuré. 
with the coefficients am} calculated by mçans of. the character 
tables. 
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Temperature and pressure dependence of the band structure in bismuth. J 003. 

Table I. Temperature de pendence o f the la ttice parameters in Bi 
(jp =0 kbar) according to [6\ and [7] 

Table II. Pressure dependence of the lattice para meters in Bi\ 
(T--300 K) according to [10] and [12] 

T( K) hi (<*> a 

4.2 4.7236 57.35 
+0.0005 +0.01 

78 4.7273 57.28 
+0.0005 +0.01 

298 ±3 4.7458 57.23 298 ±3 
±0.0005 ±0.01 

Ar<K) A hi (A) Aa 

294±3 0.0222 0.12 294±3 
±0.0010 ±0.02 

0.23407 
±0.00004 

0.23400 
±0.00008 

0.23389 
±0.00004 

Hz 
0.00018 

+0.00008 

<«*> (AY 
0.0000 

±0.0006 
0.0033 

±0.0006 
0.0126 

-4-0.0006 

P (kbar) hi (<*) a z 

0 4.736+0.001 57.22+0.02 0.23389 + 0.00008 
5.67 + 3% 4.704+0.001 57.43+0.02 0.23529+0.00008 

17.00+3% 4.636+0.001 57.96 ±0.02 0.23809+ 0.00008 
24.97+3% 4.597 +0.001 58.21+0.02 0.24005 ±0.00003 

(ii) the thermal motion of the ion cores—with a resulting mean 
square ion displacement (<«*». As is well known this effect 
gives rise to a structure factor which depends on the tempera
ture 

Substitution of (2,5) into the Schrödinger equation leads to s(G, T) - S(G)-e "ic,<BJ>'T> 

IblHvm(k)= EnKbl (2.7) 

(3.1) 

and the corresponding secular equati on. 
In order to get a reasonable convergence we have to use a 

great number of plane waves. Owing to the symmetry of the A7 
structure in the L-point and in the T-point in the Brillouin zone, 
the dimension of the matrix can be reduced. A plane wave expan
sion of totally 436 plane waves corresponds to a (124,124) matrix 
in the L-point and a (76,76) matrix in the T-point, when the 
symmetry is ta ken into account. 

3. The temperature dependence 

The empirical pseudopotential method can easily be modified 
to take into account the temperature dependence of the band 
gaps in Bi. One of the most used theories for the temperature 
dependence of th e energy gaps has been pr esented by Brooks and 
Yu [5]. According to this theory there are two important tempera™ 
ture effects: 

(i) the expansion of the crystal, i.e. a change of the lattice para
meters 

Accurate measurements of the temperature effect on thè lattice 
parameters « and z have been made by Schiferl and Barrett [6], 
The parameter values are given in Table I. The temperature 
dependence of the mean square deviation <«*> has been investi
gated by Sosnowska et al. [7]. The parameter <«2> has a linear 
T-dependence in the region between 5 and 293 (K). This para
meter is given in Table I. 

3.1. Experimental information 
The temperature dependence of the band gap Eg has been i n
vestigated by Vecchi and Dresselhaus [8]. Their calculation was 
based on an analysis of magneto-reflection data. The result is 
shown in Fig. 4, As we can see from Fig. 4, Eg increases with 
increasing temperature and becomes about 40 meV at room 
temperature. 

Ivanov and Levitskiy [9] obtained in the same manner the 
temperature dependence of the band ov erlap E t. In the region 
above room temperature E t increases considerably compared to 
the situation at lower temperature. In the region 0-300 (K), 
when the lattice parameters only change very slightly, there is a 
small change in the band overlap (10~a eV/°), i.e. the total change 
when T: 0-300 (K) is about 30 meV. This effect is also shown in 
the diagram in Fig. 4. 

vz_ 

-50 

E(mtV) ' A _ . 4. Use pressure depes&ace 

The effect of pressure is a change of the lattice parameters and a 
decreasing amplitude of the vibrational modes. However the 
latter effect is smaller than the uncertainty of the mean square 
deviation param eter <«*> which is rather large. Because of that 
we do not have to care about the damping effect on the vibrational 
modes in a first order calculation. Further the form factor depends 
itself on Ü both in the Heine-Abarenkov model and in Shaws 
optimized model potential. In the second case the form factor is 
a complicated function of &, so it must be rec alculated for the 
different volumes used in our calculations. 

The pressure dependence of the lattice parameters is only 
known at room temperature. Buras and Lebech 110] have investi
gated the pressure dependence of a and |ä<| in the region P: 0-25 
kbar (Table II). The only investigation we found concerning the 
pressure dependence of the parameter z has been done by Morosin 
and Schirber [11]. They determined the pressure dependence of z 
up to 3 kbar. According to Morosin and Schirber "no large non
linear change in z was taking place" in the intermediate pressure 

Fig. 4. Temperature depehdénce of E, ånd Et m bisbtuth: ttft) Mm re8ioa »*»«* <* that ** assume th* ^Parai™;»« dePen  ̂
Vecchi and Dresselhaus [8], Et(T) from Ivanov and Levitskiy [9]. M . linearly on pr essure up to 25 kbar. Private communication wnn 

_L 
100 200  300 T (K) 
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Table III. Pressure dependence of the lat tice parameters in Bi at 
zero temperature 

E(meV) 

P (kbar) hi (A a z 

0 
5.67+3% 

17.00±3 % 
24.97+3% 

4.714+0.001 
4.681 ±0.001 
4.614+0.001 
4.575+0.001 

57.34+0,02 
57.54+ 0.02 
58.05 ±0.02 
58.33+0.02 

0.23407 + 0.00008 
0.23547 + 0.00008 
0.23827± 0.00008 
0.24023 ±0.00008 

Professor Schirber justifies this assumption. The z-parameter is 
given in Table II. 

The z-parameter is only known at room temperature. There
fore we simply assume that the differences between the para
meter values at room temperature and the corresponding values 
near zero (K) are the same at different pressures. If we subtract 
the parameter differences in Table I from the parameters in 
Table II we get the parameters at zero temperature shown in 
Table III. 

4.1, Experimental information 
Several measurements of different Bi properties with rising pres
sure have been reported during the last ten years. One of the 
latest has been made by Venttsel and Rakhmanina [12], At zero 
temperature the number of carriers decreases with increasing 
pressure and goes down to zero when the pressure is about 25 
kbar. The number of carriers at zero temperature (when no 
thermal excitation occurs), must depend only on the band overlap 
JEt. This means that the band overlap decreases to zero when the 
pressure rises to 25 kbar, i.e. Bi I is transformed from a semi-
metallic state to a semiconducting state. 

Calculations performed by Brandt et al. [13] show that the 
band gap Eg increases when the pressure is rised at a rate of 
1.5-3 X 10~f eV/bar, i.e. about 60 meV at P -25 kbar. The discus
sion above is summarized in Fig. 5. 

5. The spin orbit effect 

By means of electroreflectivity measurements at different pres
sures (and temperatures) it is possible experimentally to determine 
the volume dependence of the spin-orbit splitting. Melz and 
Ortenburger [14] have measured the volume dependence of the 
spin-orbit splitting for Ge, GaAs and CdTe. They showed that 
the splitting increased with increasing pressure at a rate of 0-10 * 
10-7 eV/bar, i.e. 0-1 meV/kbar. Thus, if the pressure is raised to 
25 kbar the spin-orbit splitting is changed 25 meV at a maximum 
for these materials. This result indicates that the volume depend
ence of the spin-orbit splitting is much smaller than would be 
expected if the valence electron density in the core region increased 
in proportion to the decrease in the crystal volume. Apparently 
the valence electron density in the core region is little affected by 
the crystal volume and almost unchanged from that of the free 
atom. As the spin-orbit interaction takes place mainly in the core 
the volume dependence of the spin-orbit splitting is apparently 
small. However, it is not quite negligible. A reduction of the 
crystal volume causes an increasing spin-orbit splitting and 
reverse, an increase of the crystal volume causes a decreasing 
spin-orbit splitting. 

If we want to estimate how much the spin-orbit splitting changes 
in Bi when temperatu re rises to 300 (K) and pressure goes up to 
25 kbar, we must know approximately how the volume changes 
with temperature and pressure. 

The octahedral generated by au a* and aa contains two atoms 

-50 

(kbar) 

Fig. 5. Pressure dependence of Eg and Et in bismuth: EjiP) from Venttsel 
and Rakhmanina [12], Et(P) from Brandt et al. [13]. 

and its volume is V~ax Q% x« a. The parameter values in Tables 
I resp. III give the volume relations, at zero pressure 

ß(300 K) 
1.01 (5.1) 

(5.2) 

ß(0 K) 
respectively at zero temperature 

a(25kbar) 091 

Q(0 kbar ~ 

A comparison between this latter value and the corresponding 
values for the materials investigated by Melz and Ortenburger, 
shows that the volume dependence of pressure (the compres
sibility) is of the same magnitude for Bi and CdTe. As the volume 
dependence o f spin-orbit splitting for CdTe is about 0.5 meV/ 
kbar we assume that the corresponding value for Bi is of the 
same order. Thus, the change of the spin-orbit splitting when the 
pressure rises to 25 kbar should be of the order of 10 meV in 
Bi. The corresponding effect with rising temperature must be 
much smaller. Because of that the temperature and the pressure 
dependence of the bands—calculated without spin—should be 
almost the same for the corresponding bands when spin has been 
included. For that reason we disregard the spin-orbit splitting in 
our calculations. 

iß. The results of the calculations 

This work is a systematic study of the pressure and the tempera
ture dependence of the levels near the Fermi surface in Bi—in the 
L-point and the T-point in the Brillouin zone. The calculations 
are carried out by means of both the Heine and Abarenkov pseudo-
potential (H-A) and Shaws optimized pseudopotential (OMP). 
The OMP model calculations are made in two different screening 
performances. In the first case we use the screening described with 
the ordinary static Lindhard dielectric function (the Hartree 
approximation), and in the second case we use the dielectric func
tion suggested by Vashista and Singwi [15], which include ex
change an d correlation effects among the conduction electrons. 
Further we make these calculations both with and without the 
frequently used damping factor 

(6.1) Mq) " exp ( -0.03(<?/2*P)4) 
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-0.05 

-0.10 

£ ( h )  

T  ( K )  

Fig. 6. The temperature dependence of the energy levels at the L-point and 
at the T-point in Bi, according to Heine-Abarenkovs potential. 

E(h) 

-0.05 -

-aro 

-025 

•030 

P(kbar) 

Fig. 7. The pressure dependence of the energy levels at the L-point and the 
T-point in Bi, according to the Heine-Abarenkov potential. 

-035 -

Fig. 8. The temperature dependence of the energy levels at the L-point and 
at the T-point in Bi, according to Shaws OMP model. 

An examination of all results obtained gives information about 
the different pseudopotential models, about the significance of 
the screening and finally the consequences of a damping factor 
on semi-metals. This latter question is very important as a number 
of pseudopotential calculations are parformed both with and 
without a damping factor. The reason why the damping factor 
is used is usually to obtain a faster convergence. But the physical 
consequences are seldom discus sed. 

To get a reasonable survey of the results we plot the tempera
ture and the pressure dependence of the valence energies in the 
vicinity of the Fermi level, calculated in the H-A model, in two 
perspicuous diagrams—Fig. 6 and 7. These diagrams give a lot 
of help in the investigation of the relative changes between possible 
constellations of levels constituting the band gap Eg and the 
band overlap Et in Bi. 

The temperature and the pressure dependence of the levels in 
the vicinity of the Fermi level calculated in Shaws OMP model 
are plotted in two other diagrams—Fig. 8 and 9. The two lowest 
levels both in the L-point and in the T-point have been excluded 
as they are of no interest in this case. 

6.1. Parameter errors 
Every crystal parameter used in the present calculation is given 
with possible errors. A systematic investigation of the effect of 
these errors has been performed in the H-A model. Both the 
influence on the band structure and the influence on the tempera
ture and the pressure dependence of the band gap Ez or the band 
overlap Et are investigated. The results indicate that the precision 
of the parameters used i n these calculations is quite good. At 
most the results concerning the temperature and the pressure 
dependence of the band gap Eg and the band overlap Et can be 
changed 10 meV. 
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Fig. 9. The pressure dependence of the energy levels at the L-point and the 
T-point in Bi, according to Shaws OMP model. 20 P(kbar) 
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Fig. 10. The temperature and pressure dependence of the band gap Eg and 
the hand overlap Et calculated in the H-A model for one constellation of 
levels. (-f ) indicates the corresponding values in the damped case. 

Fig. II. The temperature and pressure dependence of t he band gap Eg and 
the band overlap calculated in the H-A model for one constellation of 
levels. 

The influence of possible errors of the z-parameter at higher 
pressure has been calculated. The results show that even if the 
z-parameter deviates from the linear behaviour rather much at 
higher pressure, the results will not be changed drastically. 

7. Conclusions 

A systematic investigation of possible levels at L and T constitut
ing Eg and Et in Bi, calculated in the H-A model shows that there 
are only three constellations which change qualitatively correct 
both under temperature and pressure, namely: 

1. T ;(2), L i(2) and L4(3), Fig. 10 
2. TXl), L,(l) and L«(2), Fig. 11 
•3. T,(l), L.(3) and Lx(3), Fig. 12 

All the other constellations change in a qualitatively wrong 
manner. The first and the third constellation are 'better' than the 
second where Es changes with temperature in a wrong manner. 
The electrons and the holes have opposite symmetry with respect 
to inversion for all these combinations—as was said above. 

Further, from Figs. 10 and 11 it is easy to see that the damping 
factor changes the results in average about 35 meV. The largest 
difference is about 60 meV. These small 'relative' differences of 
the temperature and the pressure dep endence of Eg resp. Et 

should be compared with the larger 'absolute' differences shown 
in Fig. 13. By 'absolute' differences we here mean the energy 
difference between the same level calculated with respectively 
without the damping factor. From this diagram it is easy to see 
that the average difference between-levels (calculated with and 
without a damping factor) is about 115 meV, and that the largest 
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Fig. 12. The temperature and pressure dependence of the band gap and 
the band overlap Et calculated in the H-A model for one constellation of 
levels, ( f ) indicates the corresponding values in the damped case. 

Fig. 14. The temperature and the pressure dependence of the band gap E% 

and the band overlap Et in Bi, calculated both in the H-A model and in 
Shaws OMP model. (+) indicates the results in the damped case calculated 
in Shaws OMP model. 
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Fig. 13. Energy levels calculated in the H-A model without respectively 
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Fig. 15, The temperature and the pressure dependence of the band gap Es 

and the band overlap Eb in BÏ, calculated both in the H-A model and in the 
Shaws ÖMP model. 
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, wnce is about 240 meV. Thus, the 'absolute' differences are 
at a factor *4 larger than the 'relative* differences. This reflects 

ct that the energy levels in a pseudopotential band structure 
c lation can be manipulated some hundreds meV by using 
Aping factors. But fortunately the 'relative' differences (which 

/c investigate) are more insensitive to damping factors and 
cannot be changed by more than some tens me V. 

The results in Shaws OMP model differ from the results ob
tained with the H-A model but not qualitatively. We get nearly 
the same results concerning the constellations of levels that change 
under temperature and pressure in a qualitatively correct manner. 
The difference between the two potential models is shown in 
Pig, 14—for the same constellatio n of levels as in Fig, 10. The 
corresponding difference between the two potential models for 
the second constellation of levels (Fig. 11) is shown in Fig. 15. 

A look at Figs. 14 and 15 shows that the average 'relative' 
difference is about 70 meV between the results in the two different 
pseudopotential models. The maximum difference is about 130 
TfcV. The corresponding 'absolute' differences between the energy 

levels calculated in the two different pseudopotential models, are 
about a factor 4 larger. Thus, it is possible to rtianipulate the 
energy levels in a band structure calculation by several hundreds 
BCV by using Shaws OMP model instead of the H-A model. But 
it seems to be more difficult to handle the 'relative' differences 
which we investigate. These results agree rather well in the two 
different model potentials. 

The results in Shaws OMP model for the third possible con
stellation of levels, Ta(l), L4(3) and Lx(3) are not encouraging. 
The band overlap decreases under temperature and increases 
under pressure some tens meV. But the uncertainties and the 
approximations being used in the present calculation, make it 
impossible to draw any further conclusions. 

In the screening described by Vashista and Singwi [15] the 
exchange and correlation effects among t he conduction electrons 
are taken into account. This causes a small change in the pseudo-
potential form factor at lower g-values. 

The results with this form of Shaws OMP model d iffer very 
little from the results calculated with Shaws OMP model in the 
Hartree approximation. The 'absolute' differences are less than 
40 meV and the 'relative' differences are less than 10 meV. Thus, 
it is not possible to change the band structure more than some 
tens meV by using more sophisticated screening models than 
y.sed in Shaws OMP model in the Hartree approximation. 

Summary 

(i) It is possible to get quite different results concerning the band 
structure for semi-metals by using different pseudopotential 
models (Shaws OMP model instead of the H-A model); 

(ii) it is possible to get rather different results by using damping 
factors within the same pseudopotential model; 

(Iii) the results concerning the band structure are almost un-
'̂ ected by taking the exchange and corre lation effects within the 

vdtcjce electrons into account; 
(iv) although the 'absolute' energy values can be manipulated 

by several hundred meV, the temperature and the pressure 
dependence of the band levels are almost the same in different 
pseudopotential models and almost unaffected by the use of 
da raping factors. 

These points of view support the validity of the pseudopotential 
method, because in general the 'absolute' energy values are ma
nipulated by parameters to reproduce experimentally known data, 
snd first after that different properties are investigated. In this 

way the 'absolute' differences between various model .potentials 
can be ignored. But there is a weak point in the pseudopotential 
framework for semi-metafe, and that is the relatively large free
dom of getting different band structure energies by using different 
pseudopotential models and by introducing damping factors. 
However, a systematic investigation of the temperature and the 
pressure dependence (within the pseudopotential formalism) of 
the band levels in the vicinity of the Fermi level Is a powerful 
tool to get more information about the band ordering near the 
Fermi level. In this way a lot of mistakes and unnecessary work 
might be avoided. 

Finally, the results obtained in both pseudopotential models 
show th at there is one constellation of levels T£(2) - L*(2) -L4(2) 
which seems to fit better than the other two 'reasonable* constella-
tions* Since i t is very difficult to draw any further conclusions 
from these calculations the other two constellations cannot be 
excluded. Every other constellation of levels constituting E% and 
Et changes drastically different compared with experiments. Any
way, the present calculation indicates that the T£ level behaves 
better than the T 5̂ level (originating from the Tj level in the case 
of spin) suggested by G olin. 
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5 BISMUTH I N N ATURE AND SOCIETY 

The name - bismuth - is coming from the previously used name - white mass. 
Earlier it was c onfused with tin and lead, but in 1753 it was shown that 
bismuth is a separate metal. It is a white, crystalline, brittle metal. 
It occurs in nature in a native form, but almost all bismuth is found in 
different compounds. The most important ores are bismuthinite or bismuth 
glance BigSg and b ismite Bi^Og. ^eru' J&Pan> Mexico, Bolivia and Canada 
are the major bismuth producers. The material is also obtained as a by
product in refining copper, tin, lead etc. 

With other materials, such as tin and cadmium, bismuth forms low-melting 
alloys which are extensively used for safety devices used in fire detection. 

poc poO 
It has also found à use as a carrier for U - or U - fuel in atomic 
reactors. Despite these fields of application it seems that bismuth and 
its compounds today plays a rather secondary role in world policy. 

Another interesting aspect is the medicinal use of bismuth. Bismuth is 
occasionally used as a therapeutic agent in mild intestinal infections. 
Formerly bismuth compounds were used as antisyphilitic agents. Compared to 
many other metals, bismuth is a fairly nontoxic element, but chronic 
poisoning may occur with several general symptoms as headache, nausea 
and white-blueish deposits in skin and inside the mouth. Bismuth tri
chloride is also used as a reagent for cholesterol in tissues, e.g. in 
arteriosclerosis research. 

Today the medicinal use of bismuth is rather limited. Different anti
biotic substances have taken over, but many of these antibiotics give 
rise to resistent forms of microorganisms. Thus, it is possible that 
bismuth will have a wider medicinal use in the future. 
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6 APPENDICES 

A:1 Table I: Characters of representations at L 

E CG J M 

1 1 1 
-1 1 -1 

1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 1 

Table II: characters of representations at T 

E 2C3 Seg 0 2JC3 3m 

T1 
Ti 
T2 

1 1 1 1 T1 
Ti 
T2 

1 1 -1 -1 
T1 
Ti 
T2 1 -1 1 -1 

1 -1 -1 1 

h 2 0 2 0 

Ti 2 0 -2 0 

Table III: 

A:2 Coefficients of the symmetrized combinations of plane waves at L. 

k vector0 
L1 4 L3 L4 

a, b, b 1 1 
-a, -b, -b 1 -1 
0, a, -aa 1 1 
0, -a, a 1 -1 
a, b, cb 1 1 1 1 
a, c, b 1 -1 -1 1 

-a, -b, -c 1 1 -1 -1 
-a. -c, -b 1 -1 1 -1 

a L has no k vectors of this form, 
b  b ^c ; i f a  = 0  t hen  j b |  i  |c | .  
c Form of k - G, where k = L and L = |Jr»0,0|. 

6 is a reciprocal lattice vector. 
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